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Saïdou Dicko, Yellow Princess ACT1 T Gingko jaune, 2021. 75x100 cm. Painted photograph. Courtesy of AFIKARIS Gallery.

ASIKO - SAÏDOU DICKO - NANA YAW ODURO - MARC POSSO



ON THE OCCASION OF ITS FIRST 
PARTICIPATION IN PHOTO LONDON,  PARIS-
BASED AFIKARIS GALLERY SHOWCASES 
PHOTOGRAPHS BY ASIKO, SAÏDOU DICKO, 
NANA YAW ODURO AND MARC POSSO, 
INVITING THOUGHT ON THE VERY NOTIONS  
OF IDENTITY AND CULTURAL HERITAGE.  

Through the series on display - Ase - Asiko  
(b. 1978, Nigeria) sheds light on Yoruba culture  
and its intersection with womanhood. His images 
are hybrid. They inspire an aesthetic inherited  
from fashion photography and enrich themselves 
with the history and heritage of Yoruba culture. 
Asiko operates a mix of cultures mirroring his  
own life trajectory. 

In his painted photographs without retouching, 
Saïdou Dicko (b. 1979, Burkina Faso) pays  
tribute to the innocence and spontaneity of 
childhood. An archive document, they bear  
witness to borderless creativity and endless  
games. The images are frank. They teach us to 
seek happiness in the simplest moments and  
send us back to our own existence, to our 
memories. 

Nana Yaw Oduro’s (b. 1994, Ghana) Some  
Things Mysterious Boys Do series showcases  
male characters in situations both quirky and 
graphical, underlining their bodies’ geometry. 
Through his work, he translates his emotions  
and materialises his vision of life. Yaw Oduro 
explores topics echoing his personal life through 
masculinity, boyhood, feelings, and  
self-acceptance.

Through his work, Marc Posso (b. 1996, Gabon) 
aims to deconstruct stereotypes associated with 
African culture. He proposes to dive into the past 
through a series inspired by the universe of 
emblematic photographers Seydou Keïta and 
Malick Sidibé. Beyond a tribute he pays to his idols, 
the young Gabonese extends the tradition of studio 
photography as he renews it. He hence aims to 
refresh the genre and offer it a new life.

With this presentation, AFIKARIS Gallery maintains 
its presence on the international photo scene. 
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ASIKO

ALUFA, 2016
76x51 cm (30x20 in)
Photography 
Courtesy of AFIKARIS Gallery

OSERE, 2016
76x51 cm (30x20 in)
Photography 
Courtesy of AFIKARIS Gallery

NOTES TO EDITORS:

About Asiko:

Asiko (b. 1979, Nigeria) lives between London (UK) and Lagos (Nigeria). His work is built in the 
narrative that straddles between fantasy and reality as a response to his experiences of identity, culture, 
and heritage. Asiko roots his art in his country’s traditions. For him, photography is about inspiring 
conversation, on how he sees himself in the world and how he interprets his African heritage.

An advertising photographer, his artistic works gave place to solo shows in Nigeria and the UK. It has 
also been exhibited at Art Paris (Paris) and Rencontres d’Arles. 



THE PRINCESS OF JOY BRIQUES T OUJDA, 2021
100x75 cm (39x29 in)
Painted photography / Unique piece 
Courtesy of AFIKARIS Gallery

SAÏDOU DICKO

SCULPTURE BERGER, 2021
100x75 cm (39x29 in)
Painted photography / Unique piece 
Courtesy de la galerie AFIKARIS

NOTES TO EDITORS:

About Saïdou Dicko:

Saïdou Dicko (b. 1979, Déou, Burkina Faso) is a multidisciplinary artist who lives and works in Paris. A 
self-taught artist, Saïdou Dicko’s art pays tribute to the Peul culture in which he grew up. The shadow is 
the master in his work, erasing social and cultural differences.

Although he is known for his painted photographs, the artist does not consider himself a photographer 
but an artist using the medium of photography. Thus, Dicko’s characters can be found in one medium to 
another: drawing, embroidery and video. He captures moments of play and bears witness to the infinite 
imagination of the children who inhabit his works.
Awarded a prize at his first exhibition at the Dakar Biennial in 2006, his work is now exhibited in many 
international events (biennials, fairs, exhibitions). Since 2003, he has participated in numerous fairs 
such as Paris Photo (Paris), Photo Basel (Basel), 1-54 London (London) and 1-54 New York (New 
York).

In parallel with Photo London, Saïdou Dicko’s work is the subject of a solo show - The Prince of 
Shadows (7 May - 7 June) at AFIKARIS gallery.



SOMEBODY TELLS ME WHY EVERYTHING 
HAPPENS, 2020
60x60 cm (24x24 in) / 45x45 cm (18x18 in)
Photography 
Courtesy of AFIKARIS Gallery

NANA YAW ODURO

POUNDING HEART, 2019
100x99 cm (39x39 in) / 60x59 cm (24x24 in)
Photography 
Courtesy of AFIKARIS Gallery

NOTES TO EDITORS:

About Nana Yaw Oduro:

Nana Yaw Oduro (b. 1994, Ghana) is a self-taught photographer. After studying marketing, he came 
to photography by chance, finding it as the best medium to express his inner thoughts and personal 
stories. His images remain mainly autobiographical, staging models who play his role.

Nana Yaw Oduro had a solo show at AFIKARIS Gallery in 2020 in Paris, France. His has also been 
exhibited in 2021 at 1-54 London in London, UK.

Nana Yaw Oduro is part of the 8 finalists for the Photo London x Nikon Emerging Photographer Award 
2022.



MARC POSSO

NOTES TO EDITORS:

About Marc Posso:

Marc Posso (b. 1996, Gabon) is a self-taught photographer. He uses photography as a way to spread a 
positive image of the diversity of the African continent’s cultures. Brought up in Gabon and now living in 
Paris, Posso maintains his roots and runs portraits imbued with a certain cultural diversity. Through his 
photographic work, he aims to deconstruct stereotypes associated with African culture.

Highly influenced by the fashion industry, he also shoots editorials for magazines, as well as advertising 
campaigns for international brands such as Christian Louboutin Beauty, the Galeries Lafayette and 
Marché Noir.

Marc Posso’s work will be exhibited for the first time in the UK on the occasion of the Photo London art 
fair. His photographs have previously been on display in 2021 at the AKAA art fair (Paris). 

LES JEUNES PROMIS, 2020
57x90 cm (22x35 in) / 37x50 cm (15x20 in)
Photography 
Courtesy of AFIKARIS Gallery

UN BISOU, VRAIMENT..., 2020
90x90 cm (35x35 in) / 50x50 cm (20x20 in)
Photography 
Courtesy of AFIKARIS Gallery


